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NNLO calculation, Z q
DØ Run II data
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 43) MeV± = (91184 ZM
/dof = 32 / 302χ
-1 200 pb≈ L dt ∫CDF II preliminary                                            
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stat 0.00025± = 1 ES
/dof = 17 / 162χ
-1
 200 pb≈ L dt ∫CDF II preliminary                                            
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) (GeV)νe→ (WTu












 0.01 GeV± = 5.44 µ
 0.01 GeV± = 3.47 σ
-1 200 pb≈ L dt ∫CDF II preliminary                                             
MC
 = 5.44 GeVµ
 = 3.46 GeVσ
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) (GeV)νµ(Tm












) MeVstat 54± = (80349 WM
/dof = 59 / 482χ
-1 200 pb≈ L dt ∫CDF II preliminary                                             

























) MeVstat 48± = (80493 WM
/dof = 86 / 482χ
-1 200 pb≈ L dt ∫CDF II preliminary                                             
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 = 2.5WΓMC template: 
 = 2.1WΓMC template: 
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 67) MeV±   = (1948 WΓ
/dof [fit range]   = 17/212χ
/dof [full range] = 21/292χ
 dataνµ →W 




CDF II Preliminary ( 350 pb
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World Av 47±2095 
* : Preliminary
SM
 (RUN-1)∅D 172±2231 -190pb
CDF (RUN-1) 130±2050 -1110pb
 (RUN-2)*∅D 142±2011 -1180pb
CDF (RUN-2)* 71±2032 -1350pb
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Heinemeyer, Hollik, Stockinger, Weber, Weiglein ’07







: δmt = 1.2 GeV, δMW = 20 MeV
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